History
		

The making of Kiping dates back
from the Spanish times specifically
during the Manila-Acapulco
Galleon Trade. During that time,
people from the Philippines and
Mexico did not only exchanged goods
but at the same time, also exchanged
culture and cuisine. Juan Suarez, a
native of Lucban, was the one who
brought the culture of making Kiping
in his hometown from his voyage. In the
year 1734, while on a trading trip in Mexico,

his attention was caught by the production of Taco, a
traditional Mexican dish consisting of a small handsized corn or wheat tortilla topped with a filling. After
his return from Mexico, he replicated the process of
making Tacos using local ingredients like glutinous
rice. Being naturally creative, Suarez further improved
the production of his invented dish and made some
innovations such as using leaves as molds, resulting in
the dish we now know as Kiping. Since then, Kiping
became a symbol of the Town of Lucban. During the
annual Pahiyas Festival, Kiping is one of the products
that are prominently displayed in several homes across
the town. The dish is significant both economically and
culturally for the people of Lucban. Because of this,
Lucban became a famous tourist destination and is
known as the Summer and Art Capital of Quezon.

Introduction

Kiping is a dish made from glutinous
rice or galapong and is molded to shape like
a leaf. It has originated in Lucban, Quezon
and is commonly served during festivals most
especially during the annual Pahiyas Festival. It
is usually prepared in order to serve two purposes:
as food and as decoration. It is usually eaten either
grilled or fried depending on a person’s preference
and is dipped in various sauces. Kiping is considered
as a work of art because it requires dedication in
order to create one. The presentation of Kiping is
usually arranged like a chandelier but it could also
be arranged like a flower. During festivals in Lucban,
a contest is always held in order to determine the most
beautiful Kiping decoration. This contest has always
attracted many tourists to visit the aforementioned
town, causing economic improvements.
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Objectives
This pamphlet aims to assimilate
the importance of Kiping in the cultural
heritage in honor to its values for
community solidarity. Specifically, this
pamphlet aims to:
a. Determine the history of Kiping.
b. Exhibit the process of making the
Kiping.
c. Develop art craftsmanship through
Kiping arrangements.
d. Identify the different dishes made out
of Kiping.
e. Establish the preservation of Kiping
as heritage.

Leaves and Rice
Selection:
1. The kinds of leaves that are
usually chosen for making kiping
are kabal, coffee, talisay (umbrella
tree), kakaw (cocoa), antipolo and
banana (saba).

2. To make the fresh leaves of
uniform size, a pair of scissors is
used to cut off the excess width of
a leaf.
3. The selection of rice and
the preparation of rice paste are
important steps. Rice should be
laon (should have been stocked
for a year) to prevent unnecessary
cracking of the rice wafer.
4. The preparation of the rice
paste includes: soaking of the rice
for two hours before taking it to
the grinding station grinding of the
rice with water just a little over the
volume of rice mixing the ground
rice with three packets of food color
and ½ teaspoon of rock salt (for
every ganta of rice).

Applying paste and the
steaming proces
To prevent cracks from the batch of kiping being
made, people believed that in mixing the paste,
silence should be observed and nobody should talk
or ask questions. Then the paste will be spread on
individual leaves.
Depending on the size of the improvised steamer
(usually it is made of bamboo slats that sit on a big
frying pan with boiling water, decaying banana
suckers serving to contain the steam and a matching
lid) which sometimes can hold as many as three to
four leaves, steaming of the leaves covered with paste
last 3-5 minutes.

Steps after
Steaming:
1

Peel off the kiping individually.

2

Dry the steamed kiping under the shade until
ready for peeling off.

3

Place weight on top to compress for ½ day.

4

Place kiping one on top of the other.

5

Separate the kiping one by one.

6

Dry the kiping one on top of the other.

7

Store the kiping (hang them or place in a
clean box.)

8

Place weight on top to compress for ½ day.

Kiping as
decoration in
Pahiyas Festival
In the town of Lucban, Quezon, a town known
for its colorful festival, Pahiyas. It is the time that
the community celebrates in honor of San Isidro
for the abundant harvest. It is annually celebrated
every May 15; the houses are colorfully decorated
with the bright colors from the rice wafers called
kiping. It is whether hanged, arranged through
a flat surface, or arranged to create a flower or
symbols. Additionally, kipings are also used
to decorate different creative costumes of the
candidates in the beauty contests as part of the
event. Along with it, it is used as a decoration
in floats or arcs at the festival parades. Kiping
served as a center of art craftsmanship in the
Pahiyas Festival as it radiates bright colors that
completes the symbol and the meaning of the
festival.

Dish made out
of Kiping
Kiping is also processed into rice chips
and given as a treat to spectators after
the Pahiyas festival. Lucbanins and other
tourists are accustomed to the fact that every
time they eat these chips they are dipped in
vinegar or sprinkled with salt.For those who
are familiar and don’t know how to celebrate
Pahiyas here in Lucban, the kipings that you
make into chips can be considered for free
because you are free to take them to the home
decorations after it is judged by the judges.
To some, it may be weird to eat a garnish, but
if you try, you’ll be addicted.

Preservation
Preservation
of Kiping
Kiping
of

Kiping is a part of the culture of the community
in Lucban, Quezon as it bestows the solidarity of the
community as it serves as oneness and the belongingness
among the members of the cultural group. Kiping as
heritage preserves different aspects of the
culture in Lucban, Quezon,
specifically, its history, art,
and values. The process of
making kiping of the cultural
groups molds the values of the tradition
to bestow solidarity within the community.
Additionally, due to the vibrant color of kiping as an
art craftsmanship in the Pahiyas Festival it contributes
to the history of the town. Preservation of Kiping as
heritage including its history, art, and values will
be significant to the historians, students, and future
generation in the cultural group. Additionally, it will
serve as an identity in diversity of the culture within the
larger community.

